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Abstract 
 
As the green wireless network and internet services are booming gradually 

worldwide, the network attacks and threats are unavoidable in a computer 
network. Many critical infrastructures such as data centre, service providers, 

educational institutes, defence sectors, police divisions and related offices are 

vulnerable to attacks through hackers and illegitimate users. Classifying and 
identifying attacks requires high professionalism and expertise skills in the 

area of network and cyber security. In the existing models of machine 

learning and deep learning, the training and testing accuracy of attack 

patterns in bench mark data sets such as NSL_KDD were determined. The 
accuracy and detection methods are different for different algorithms in 

green wireless networks. This paper suggested a better intrusion detection 

system using Simple Recurrent Neural Network and tuning the hyper 
parameters with various adaptive learning optimizing algorithms.  It is 

studied that every optimizing algorithm has its own advantages and 

drawbacks and the same is elucidated in the proposed approach. The 

proposed system consists of seven parts namely data collection, Pre 
processing(dummy variable creation for categorical features), training and  
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testing data split, Label encoding, Training by Simple RNN, Tuning of hyper 

parameters with adaptive learning optimizers and testing and classification. It 

produces the better accuracy in detection process than the existing Simple 
Recurrent Network model.The NSL_KDD data set is used for analyzing the 

proposed system. 

 
Key words: Simple Recurrent Neural Network, Deep Learning, SGD with 

momentum, NSL_KDD, Intrusion Detection, ReLU, Adaptive Learning 

Optimizers. 

 
 

1 Introduction 
 

Malware detection and classification, Domain generation algorithm and 

botnet detection, Drive by download attacks, Network intrusion detection, 
File type identification, Network traffic identification, spam identification, 

Insider threat detection, Border Gateway protocol anomaly detection, user 

authentication, False data injection attack detection etc were some of the 

cyber security applications of Deep learning methods. The frame work 
libraries that can be used for implementation are Tensorflow, keras, CNTK, 

Caffe, Caffe2, Torch, Pytorch,Mxnet, Chainer, Theano etc.. Thus the Deep 

Learning, ML and AI are used as cyber security tools for behavior modelling, 
Zero day attacks, Advanced Persistent Threats, Insider Threats and Attacks 

and Augmented Reality. The DL and cyber security work together should 

make computing and storage systems to function safely and efficiently. The 

latest cyber security trends are to mitigate ransom ware, phishing, botnets, 
IoT, Stuxnet, Mirai attacks and video bombing type attacks. The cyber 

security chain is required to be maintained. The chain includes physical 

security, Perimeter security, Policies and procedures security, internal 
network security, Host security, Application and Data Security.  

The system should be monitored for various logs and events in routine to 

avoid such attacks. With the emerging technologies in intrusion detection in 
a network, researchers are designing many DL based applications to detect 

intrusions.The Simple Recurrent Neural Network is very simple and effective 

algorithm for classification of time series data. The said neural network is 

optimized with various adaptive algorithms and tuned the hyper parameters 
for maximum detection rate of intrusions. 
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1.1 Motivation 
 

In recent research for classifying attack patterns, deep learning models 

are used. To deal with complicated computations in adaptive learning 
algorithms, Recurrent Neural Networks is chosen for classification purpose. 

The RNN neurons have some inherent short term memory to remember 

previous events [8]. Hence neurons can pass events to other neurons to 
analyze and classify input data. It has loops to give feedback to own neuron. 

The frontal lobe of biological brain mimics with recurrent neural network 

computations. 

 

1.2 Major Contribution 
 

In this work, the bench mark intrusion data set NSL_KDD is taken as 
input data set. The input is preprocessed and fed to the simple recurrent 

neural network for classification. SGD could not converge the loss function 

for the input data and hence various adaptive learning optimizers with 

regularization and drop out techniques were applied to enhance the capability 
of detection rate of intrusions in the data set by simple RNN [8]. 

The connected works are elaborated in section 2. Methodology of the 

suggested intrusion detection method is explained in section 3. Here the data 
is preprocessed, trained by simple RNN, optimized with adaptive learning 

algorithms and regularized with L1 and drop outs. The experimental results 

and performance analysis were described in section 4. Suggestions for future 
work and conclusion is elucidated in section 5. 

 

2 Related Work 
 

Authors [1] had proposed a new intrusion detection technique based on 

neural network. The features related to time, connection and service types are 
extracted to construct a neural network architecture with back propagation 

and adaptive learning optimizers. The results shows that the architecture has 

higher detection rate and lower false alarm rate for Dos Attacks and 

unknown attacks. 
 Mohammad Rida et al [2] had proposed an efficient deep neural network 

based IDS for cloud environments using a self-adaptive genetic algorithm. 

SAGA is a form of normal genetic algorithm. It was evolved by 
hybridization of Genetic algorithm with adoptive mutation algorithm. This 

hybridized algorithm uses SAGA for the flawless combination of the selected 

parameters for constructing DNN based IDS. It has a greater effect over data 
pre processing and hyperparameters which favours better identification rate 

and lower false alarm rate. 
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 Su Yang et al [3] had proposed a model on anamoly based IDS using 

bidirectional LSTM. Here UNSW-NB15 data set were used for training and 

testing with best model parameter of learning rate, hidden layer, batch size 
and epoch. The accuracy rate varies from 85% to 93% depending on the 

parameters. 

 Bayan et al [4] proposed a network attack detection model using deep 
learning. Here a DL based intrusion detection system with auto encoder was 

implemented. The approach surpass the other related models with an 

accuracy score of 99% for training data and 91.28% for the testing phase.  
Zhida  et al [5] proposed Machine learning techniques for categorizing 

network abnormalities and incursions. Here LSTM and GRU based recurrent 

neural networks were implemented for BGP datasets collected from Reseaux 

IP Europeans network connection records. The accuracy varies from 89 to 
94.37% for Slammer, nimda and core red I attacks. 

 Hugo Rosa et al [6] developed a model for categorizing cyberbullying in 

social networks model. Here three architectures such as Simple CNN, a 
hybrid CNN-LSTM and a mixed CNN-LSTM-DNN are implemented. In 

addition to normal features, three text representations are trained from three 

separate heads, the word to vector model: Google-news, twitter and form 

spring. The implementation over performed other benchmark classifiers with 
accuracy of 84.5%. 

 Gopinath Loganathan et al [7] had utilized Sequence to Sequence pattern 

recognition algorithm for real time abnormality detection in network traffic. 
Here a hybrid multi attribute model to envisage a network packet based on 

preceding packets using a sequence to sequence (seq2seq) encoder-decoder 

model. The model is successful in detecting 97% of the TCP packets in 
DARPA 1999 dataset.  

 

3 Methodology 
 

The suggested method using Simple RNN with adoptive learning 

optimizers and regularization of hyper parameters has been discussed in this 
section. The flow chart for the suggested model is as under shown in figure 

1: 
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   Fig 1: Block diagram of proposed IDS 
 

3.1   NSL_KDD Data Set [17] 
 
        NSL_KDD data set is one of the best bench mark data set for intrusion 

detection systems in a network. NSL_KDD has 41 independent features and 

one dependent label having 5 categories in 42
nd

 column. It has 4, 90, 00,000 
rows of data. 

 

3.2   Pre Processing 
         

The categorical features such as protocol, service and state of NSL_KDD 

dataset should be converted into dummy variables and further the data should 

be scaled through min max normalization. 
 

3.3   Training and Testing Data Set 
        

In the proposed work, 87,153 rows of data are used for training and 

37,352 rows of data are used for testing from NSL_KDD dataset. 

 

3.4   Label Encoding 
         

The class labels are encoded using one hot encoding in both the data sets. 

i.e for five classes the class labels will be 10000, 01000,00100,00010,00001. 
 

               NSL_KDD DATA SET 

PRE PROCESSING 

TRAINING AND TESTING DATA SET 

LABEL ENCODING 

TRAINING BY SIMPLE RNN 

ADAPTIVE LEARNING OPTIMIZERS 

TESTING AND CLASSIFICATION 
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3.5   Training by Simple RNN 
         

Vanilla RNN or Simple Recurrent Neural Network is the simple form of 
RNN. Here at each time step Tt, the hidden state ht is directly dependent on 

the current input Xt, and the hidden state from previous time step ht−1, with a 

non-linearity. The hidden state is represented by the formula: 
ht=tanh(Uxt+Wht−1).[8][13].The schematic diagram of a RNN cell as shown 

in figure 2, its integral components and combination are as under: 

 
Figure 2: Diagram of RNN cell 

------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Algorithm 1: Simple Recurrent Neural Network 

------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Step1: Initialize the parameters of input features by glorot_uniform 

initialization method. 

Step 2: Pass the input features (Xt)  
Step 3: Concatenate the previous outputs ht-1 with Xt. 

Step 4: Pass the concatenated output through a tanh activation function. 

Step 5: The output of activation function is ht.   ht=tanh(Uxt+Wht−1) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3.6 Optimization 
 

It is a type of searching process for learning. Gradient decent is one such 
algorithm for minimizing the error of objective function.[10] Here gradient 

pertains to the computation of an error gradient or slope mistake and descent 

refers to  moving down along that slope towards some minimum level of 
error. 

Stochastic gradient decent refers to computing the derivative from each 

training data set and computing the update instanty. It computes the gradients 

for each and every sample in the dataset and hence makes an update for 
every sample in the dataset. For a dataset of 100 samples, updates occur 100 

times. Since SGD update weights with every sample, its results are not that 

precise and hence it will not help us to converge to the best solution or we 
can also say that not allow us to get the Best Global Minima, rather it moves 

close to Global Minimum value. 
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3.6.1 Adaptive Learning Optimizers 
 

3.6.1.1 Adagrad 
 

This optimizer gives individual learning rate to each parameter for 

dealing natural language processing and computer vision problems which has 

sparse gradients. [11]  
 

3.6.1.2 RMS Prop   
 

This optimizer also calculate individual learning rate to each parameter 
on the basis of mean of recent measures of gradients for the concerned 

weight. This optimizer holds well for online and unstedy problems (e.g. 

noisy). [15] 
 

3.6.1.3 Adadelta 
 

 It is a modified version of Adagrad and compute better learning rates. It 
calculate the learning rate from the previous time steps to the current 

gradient. [16] 

 

3.6.1.4 Adam 
 

Its name is obtained from adaptive moment estimation.  RMSprop and 
Stochastic Gradient Descent with momentum jointly form the Adam 

optimizer.  In scaling the learning rate it uses squares of gradients like 

RMSprop and use the moving average of gradient from SGD with 

momentum. It is an adaptive learning optimizer. I.e It calculates separate 
learning rate for each and every input/weight parameters. It uses both first 

order and second order moment of gradients to modify the learning rates for 

each weight parameter of the neural network [11]. Its steps are as under: 
Calculate the gradient and element wise square by current parameters-

The exponential moving averages of the first order and second order 

moments should be updated-Calculate the unbiased average of first order and 
second order moment-Calculate the weight updation: first order moment 

divided by square root of second order moment (unbiased averages)-Weight 

updation [9]. 

 

3.6.1.5 Adamax 
 

It is a derived optimizer from Adam on the infinity norm wheras the 
Adam optimizer uses the l2 norm for optimization. [12] 

Nadam: Nadam is combination of Adam and nesterov accelerated gradient 

[14-16]. 
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3.6.1.6 Activation Functions 
 

Here ReLU activation function is applied for activating hidden layers and 
Softmax is used in output layer for classification in NSL_KDD data set [17]. 

L1 regularization and 60% drop out applied after first hidden layer to 

enhance accuracy of model. 
 

4 Result and discussion 
 

The suggested system is implemented in the working environment of 

python 3.7 version with tensor flow version 1.14.0 with system configuration 

and processor: Intel core i7, CPU speed: 3.20 GHz, Operating system: 
Windows 7, and RAM: 8GB. 

 

4.1 Performance Analysis 
 

The performance of the neural network is measured by various statistical 

measures such as sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, FDR, FPR, PPV and 

NPV. The accuracy is evaluated using (TP+TN)/(TP+FP+TN+FN) 
 

4.2 Comparative Analysis 
 

The comparative analysis of Simple RNN with various optimization 

algorithms are provided in various tables shown below in 1 to 7 and the 

various graphs of performance is shown in figures 3 to 10. 

 
Table 1: Comparative study of performance of Simple RNN with various 

Optimizers: 

Optimiser Validation 

Accuracy 

Train 

Accuracy 

Test 

Accuracy 

Epoc

hs 

Adam 92.73 93.9 93.9 43 

AdaGrad 93.64 93.9 93.9 90 

RMSProp 93.86 93.9 93.9 57 

Adadelta 93.23 93.9 93.9 24 

Adamax 93.25 93.9 93.9 46 

Nadam 95.18 93.9 93.9 134 
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Table 2: The performance of proposed Simple RNN+ Nadam 

 
 

Table 3: The performance analysis of proposed Simple RNN with Adam Optimizer 

Performance Dos Norma

l 

Probe R2L U2R 

Sensitivity 97.76 93.59 93.64 0 0 

Specificity 97.4 97.5 95.9 100 100 

PPV 93.4 96.01 91.9 Nan Nan 

NPV 99.15 95.9 96.8 99.12 99.9 

FPR 2.5 2.4 4 0 0 

FNR 2.2 6.4 6.3 100 100 

FDR 6.5 3.9 8 Nan Nan 

Accuracy 97.52 95.98 95.18 99.1 99.9 

 
Table 4: The performance analysis of proposed Simple RNN with Adagrad 

Optimizer 

 

Performance Dos Normal Probe R2L U2R 

Sensitivity 97.76 93.59 93.64 0 0 

Specificity 97.4 97.5 95.9 100 100 

PPV 93.41 96 91.9 Nan Nan 

NPV 99.15 95.96 96.83 99.12 99.97 

FPR 2.5 2.4 4.05 0 0 

FNR 2.2 6.4 6.3 100 100 

FDR 6.5 3.9 8 Nan Nan 

Accuracy 97.5 95.98 95.18 99.12 99.97 
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Table 5: The performance analysis of proposed Simple RNN + RMS Prop Optimizer 

Performance Dos Normal Probe R2L U2R 

Sensitivity 97.76 93.59 93.64 0 0 

Specificity 97.4 97.51 95.94 100 100 

PPV 93.47 96.01 91.9 Nan Nan 

NPV 99.15 95.96 96.83 99.12 99.78 

FPR 2.5 2.48 4.05 0 0 

FNR 2.2 6.4 6.3 100 100 

FDR 6.5 3.9 8 Nan Nan 

Accuracy 97.5 95.9 95.18 99.12 99.97 

 

Table 6: The performance analysis of proposed Simple RNN +Adadelta Optimizer 

Performance Dos Normal Probe R2L U2R 

Sensitivity 97.76 93.59 93.64 0 0 

Specificity 97.4 97.51 95.94 100 100 

PPV 93.41 96.01 91.91 Nan Nan 

NPV 99.15 95.96 96.83 99.12 99.97 

FPR 2.5 2.48 4.5 0 0 

FNR 2.2 6.4 6.3 100 100 

FDR 6.5 3.9 8 Nan Nan 

Accuracy 97.5 95.98 95.18 99.12 99.97 

 

Table 7: Performance analysis of proposed Simple RNN with Adamax Optimizer 

Performance Dos Normal Probe R2L U2R 

Sensitivity 97.76 93.59 93.64 0 0 

Specificity 97.4 97.51 95.94 100 100 

PPV 93.45 96.01 91.9 Nan Nan 

NPV 99.15 95.96 96.83 99.12 99.8 

FPR 2.5 2.48 4.05 0 0 

FNR 2.2 6.4 6.3 100 100 

FDR 6.5 3.9 8 Nan Nan 

Accuracy 97.5 95.9 95.18 99.12 99.97 
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Figure 3: Graphs showing loss Vs Train data (Blue colour) and val_loss Vs Test 

data (orange colour) for prominent optimizers 

 

Figure 4: Performance graph of Simple RNN with prominent optimizers 

 

 

Figure 5: Performance of Simple RNN+Nadam 
 

Adamax Nadam 

Adagrad RMSProp 

Adadelta 
Adam 
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Figure 6: Performance graph of Simple RNN with Adam optimizer 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Performance graph of Simple RNN with Adagrad optimizer 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Performance graph of Simple RNN with RMSProp optimizer 
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Figure 9: Performance graph of Simple RNN with Adadelta optimizer 

 
 

 

 

Figure 10: Performance graph of Simple RNN with Adamax optimizer 

 

 

5 Conclusion and Future Work 
 

In this paper, intrusion detection system using Simple Recurrent Neural 

Network with prominent adaptive learning optimizers was implemented for 
NSL_KDD intrusion dataset. In the proposed method Simple Recurrent 

Neural Network with Nadam optimizer produced better validation accuracy 

of 95.2% with 134 epochs. However the training and testing accuracy for all 
optimizers are 93.9% with some changes in the number of epochs for each 

optimizers as shown in table 1 and graph 1.The sensitivity and specificity 

ranges from 93% to 97.8% for all attacks. Also the attack pattern of R2L and 
U2R are not predicted correctly due to insufficient data for training. Also the 

detection rate varies on change of hyper parameters such as number of 

neurons in a layer, no of layers, no of epochs, weight initialization technique, 

batch size, learning rate, activation function and optimization technique. 
Here proper dropout rate and L1 regularization has been applied after first 

hidden layer to tune hyper parameters. The accuracy in detection rate can be 

enhanced by using other deep learning models such as long short term 
memory, Gated recurrent unit, Bi directional long short term memory and 

Convolution neural network as classifiers, appropriate optimizing algorithms 

and tuning hyper parameter. 
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